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Abstract 

 
Evaluation of cpu architecture for dual processor Worker Node. The performances of 

dual processor WN are evaluated using some programs commonly used in HEP environment. 
Finally the performances are compared to the clock of the cpu to assess and to the Spec 2000 
CpuInt (commonly called specint) taken from the spec.org site. 
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1 METHODOLOGY 
 
If the dual processor machine has single core chip we run one and two instances of the 

code in parallel. If the dual processor machine has dual core chip we run up to four instances 
of the code in parallel.  

The performances drop is always under 1% and sometimes performances showed a 
slightly enhancement meaning that those are statistical fluctuations and that one can generally 
assume that it is safe to run N copies of a programs if the computer has N cores. 

 

2 WN SERVER UNDER TEST 
 

• Dual Processor dual core Woodcrest 5160 3.0 GHz with 3GB of DDR memory 
(FMDIMM), SAS disk on loan from  E4  thanks to Intel Italy. This is the most 
powerful machine available in this moment so I take is reference machine. 

• Dual Processor AMD 265 dual core 1.80 GHz with 4GB of DDR1 memory, SATA 
disk available at INFN Padova computing centre. 

• Dual Processor AMD single 248 2.2 GHz with 2 GB and with 8 GB of DDR1 memory 
and  SATA disk available at  INFN Padova computing centre. 

• Dual processor dual core AMD 2218 (Socket F) 2.6 GHz with 8 GB DDR2 memory 
on loan from AMD Italy (actually this server had a pre-release version of the 2218 
chip so performance could improve in a future release). 

 

3 HEP PROGRAM USED 
 
The programs used are taken from a suite prepared by  Hans Wenzel from Fermilab and 

used to perform tests recently presented at a CHEP conference. Hans has been very helpful in 
solving the first problems I encountered to run the suite. 

 

4 ROOTMARK 
 
Root is an framework for the analysis of HEP events developped at CERN. In our case I 

measured the performances with a stress test that concentrates on mathematical calculation 
avoiding the graphical aspects. The result is a number called “Rootmark”. Biggest numbers 
mean better performances. 

The performances running at 64 bit on a 64 bit (64/64) operating system are much better 
(from 127 to 146%) than running a 32bit on 64 bit o.s. (32/64) or 32/32. The Rootmarks are 
displayed on pale green background and is the number taken for a single core when the 
machine is fully loaded with all other core running the same program. 
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The fastest processor is the Intel 5160 Woodcrest in absolute.  
If we divide Rootmark by clock (light blue background) we can see that the Intel chip is 

still the most efficient. This means that an AMD chip extract 90% of Rootmark from a GHz 
with respect to the Intel.  

If we divide Rootmark by the specint figure - published in the spec.org web site – we 
see that the AMD processor are more efficients (green background). This can be read that the 
AMD chip produces more Rootmark from a Specint compared to Intel (on 64/64). 

 

5 PYTHIA 
 
Pythia is an HEP events generator. In our case we create 300 SUSY events. More 

event/sec means better performances. 
 

 
 
Again the Woodcrest is the most powerful processor and again we can see that at 64/64 
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we runs 120% faster. 
The number of events/sec per clock is more or less the same for the intel and the AMD 

chip (this is rather amazing). Of course this means that in terms of Event/sec per Specint the 
Intel chip that as very big number of Specint/Clock suffers from the comparison. It looks like 
an AMD chip give 150% more performance per Specint than Intel. 

Obviously the experiments are interested in buying the worker nodes that give the best 
figure in term of event/sec per money taking in account also the power consumption that 
influences the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) increasing the Electricity bill but also the cost 
of the Computing Centre (UPS, Power Distribution, Rack Cooling, Emergency Power 
Generator). In this case I didn’t take in account these costs since some machine have been 
bought in the past months while other were on loan from local computer vendor.  

 

6 CMS_SW 
 
This software for the moments runs only at 32 bit (natively 32/32 or 32/64). 
With OSCAR we reports the performances in terms of events/sec simulating 300 single 

pions events. With DIGIS and DST we run Digitization and Reconstructions of  100 HCAL 
events. 

 
 
Again the results are similar to those obtained with Rootmarks with a clear leadership of 

the Intel chip in absolute terms or dividing by the clock. While the AMD chip is 30% more 
efficient with respect to the declared Specint. 

This advantage is more evident on the old single cores chip but remains clearly visible 
also in the dual core chip that are very similar (AMD265 vs AMD2218). 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 
 
At the beginning of 2006 (Hepix Spring in Rome). AMD had a clear technological 

leadership with the first processors that ware fully dual core. Those chip permitted to double 
the throughput performances at roughly the same price and power consumption of single 
cores Intel and AMD processors. The new Woodcrest family gave the leadership back to Intel 
thanks to a completely new chip design and a reduced feature size. The 65nm technology 
permits higher clock (up to 3.0 GHz) keeping power consumption very low, lower than AMD 
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comparing the processor and about the same when looking the fully configured machine.  
On the other hand the performances of the Woodcrest are lower than one could expect 

when extrapolating from the published specint number.  
A sensible increase of performance can be obtained when code is ported to 64 bit. I 

could not see differences when running on machines with different amounts of physical 
memory (this means that up to 1GB per core there is no drop of performances). 

This means that when a laboratory or an agency is buying new server for computing 
farms they should take in account not only the specint (measured or declared) but also the real 
codes that will run on the computing nodes. 

 

8 FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
 
I can see several place where this paper could be improved: 
 

1. Understand if the AMD 2218 (socket F) in its final releases will improve the 
performance. 

2. Measuring the Energy efficiency in terms of performances  per Volt-Ampere 
(obviously the whole server not only the chip). 

3. Taking in account the cost of the machine. 
4. Finding other benchmark from other experiments (Alice, Atlas, Babar, LHCB). 
5. Testing the new quad-core chip (53xx Clovertown) to check the presence of 

bottleneck or performances drop due to memory. 
6. Testing the quad-core chip from AMD. 
7. Testing the quad-core for desktop Kentsfield from Intel. 
8. Testing the performance with compiler more efficient than gcc. 




